
2014 TDTIMS Overview

What is TDTIMS?

&

Why Do We Do It?



The State Board Requires the 
Implementation of TIMS

“The State Board shall also require local 

boards to implement the Transportation 

Information Management System (TIMS) or an 

equivalent system approved by the State Board 

of Education, no later than September 1, 

1992.”

- Chapter 115-C 240(e)



2014 TDTIMS Overview

The Annual TDTIMS Audit 
compares your computerized bus 
routing data, in TIMS, to the data 
submitted to NCDPI as part of 

TD2 and TD2-R

The TD2 and TD2-R Deadline is 
October 15th, 2014



TD2 Report

The annual TD2 Report, sometimes 
known as the Student Counts Report, is a 
total of your daily bus riders as collected 
during the last week of September each 

year. 

We compare your Total Daily Riders from 
the TD2 to your Assigned Riders in TIMS



TD2 Report

The Unit Summary Page of the TD2 
contains the data we compare to TIMS

Grand Total – Number of Students Transported



TD2-R

The annual TD2-R Report lists each Bus 
operated on a daily basis, the daily Miles 
for each bus as well as the daily Route 

Hours paid to each of driver.

We compare your Total Buses, Miles and 
Driver Hours from the TD2-R to your 
Buses, Miles and Hours in TIMS



TD2-R

The Summary Page of the TD2-R contains 
the data we compare to TIMS

Number of Buses

Route Hours

Route Mileage



Why do we compare TIMS and 
the TD2 and TD2-R?

The Distance to School for each Assigned Bus Rider 
in TIMS is used in the funding formula to help 
calculate the annual transportation allotment 

(PRC-56) for your district.

Therefore, to test for accuracy, we compare TIMS 
Data to “Real World” Data from your Head Counts, 
TD2-R Miles and TD2-R Hours to ensure the data is 
as accurate as possible before applying the TIMS 
Student Distance (for All Riders) to help determine 
your annual transportation allotment.



TDTIMS 
Riders Comparison

The number of Assigned Students, Daily Miles, 

Daily Hours and Daily Buses Operated in TIMS 

must, at a minimum, meet 90% of the numbers 

submitted to NCDPI on the TD2 and TD2-R



TDTIMS 
Comparison

In this example, TIMS shows 6,927 daily riders and the TD2 

showed an average of 6,317 each day during Students Counts 

Week. The difference of 610 riders averages out to less than 

6 students per bus who are assigned in TIMS but may not 

have ridden during students count week.

Hint: If you maintain accurate data, your Assigned Riders in TIMS should 

ALWAYS be more than your actual Daily Riders as students who did not 

attend school that day would not have been counted



TDTIMS 
Miles Comparison

In this example, TIMS shows 6,188 daily miles and the TD2-R 

reported 6,081 daily miles for the entire bus fleet. The 

difference of 107 miles averages out to less than one-mile per 

bus.

Hint: If you maintain accurate data, your planned Bus Miles in TIMS 

should typically be more than your actual Daily Miles as Buses may not 

travel their full Route if a student is absent and does not require a stop.



TDTIMS 
Hours Comparison

In this example, TIMS shows planned bus routes should 

produce up to 388 Daily Driver Hours and the TD2-R reported 

380.7 Daily Driver Hours from Payroll.  The difference of 7.3 

hours equals 438 min, which averages out to less than 4 

minutes difference per bus.

Hint: If you maintain accurate data, your planned Routes in TIMS should 

produce precise estimates of the maximum Daily Payroll Hours for each 

Route.



TDTIMS 
Bus Comparison

In this example, TIMS shows 111 buses are operated daily 

while the TD2-R shows the same 111 buses in daily operation

Hint: Bus comparisons should always be 100% unless a bus was added or 

removed after the TD2-R was submitted on October 15th and before 

TDTIMS is submitted by November 1st



TDTIMS 
Consistent Miles & Hours Data

In this example, both comparisons (miles and hours) are off by 

the same approximate percentage (101.77% and 101.92%)

Hint: If either piece of data (Bus Miles or Driver Hours) are Above/Below 

100%, then you should expect the other piece of data to be off by the same 

percentage.



TDTIMS 
Inconsistent Miles & Hours Data

In this example, the Driver Hours comparison is nearly perfect as TIMS Data 

show 271 Driving Hours and the TD2-R reported 271.4 Paid Hours Daily. 

(99.67%)

The Miles comparison raises a lot of questions as TIMS shows 6,534 Miles being 

Driven Daily, but the TD2-R Mileage shows just 5,193 miles (125.83%). The 

additional 1,341 miles in TIMS does not make sense, especially when you 

consider the Hours were an exact match.

Question: How fast would TIMS Buses have to be driving to do an extra 1,300 

miles in the same amount of time? 

Answer: They cannot. Accuracy of TIMS Data is Highly Questionable



TDTIMS 
Bad Driver Hours

In this example, TIMS Data show that the 3,034 Miles driven daily by 

TIMS routes should result in 145 Daily Driver Hours.

However, the TD2-R reported 2,795 miles being driven each day and178 

Daily Hours being paid to drivers.

Question: How can TIMS show buses doing an extra 240 miles per day in 33 less 

hours?

Answer: Driver Payroll Error – Drivers were being paid for more hours than 

they were driving



TDTIMS 
Bad Student Assignments

Accurate Student Assignments are the most important piece of the Annual 

TDTIMS Audit as Student Distance Data (how far your riders live from school) 

is one of the key factors used to level the playing field in the transportation 

funding formula.

Therefore, if you do not have all of your daily bus riders assigned in TIMS, the 

data used to calculate your funding may be incorrect. In order for your TDTIMS 

Student Distance to be used in the funding formula, your TIMS Assignments 

must meet at least 90% of your Students Headcounts from the TD2.

This district submitted data with just 83% of their 

headcount riders being assigned in TIMS. As a 

result, their data could not be used in the funding 

formula and a “worst case scenario” data value is 

used for this county



TDTIMS 
Minimal Student Assignments

Since student assignments in TIMS must meet at least 90% when compared to 

Student Headcounts, there are a lot of districts who, upon reaching the 90% 

minimum, believe they have done enough and will submit their TIMS Data as 

Current and Accurate.

In this example, the district has “passed” the audit with 

91.58% of their Students Assigned in TIMS. However, their

TIMS Assignments are still short 1,070 students when 

compared to their Student Headcounts.

Hint: TIMS Assigned Riders should ALWAYS be more than your actual daily 

ridership. Otherwise, your buses are likely to be overcrowded and, in the event of 

a bus accident, your passenger lists would certainly not be accurate.



Get an Early Start

Don’t wait until October 31st to discover there is a discrepancy 

with your TIMS Data.

The TD2 and TD2-R contain the numbers that we compare to 

your TIMS Data, so get an early start and complete your own 

internal audit of the data.



Perform an Internal Audit

A lot of districts complete their own comparison of TIMS Data 

to the data submitted in the TD2 and TD2-R.

Since the TD2 and TD2-R are due a few weeks before 

TDTIMS, we encourage you to compare your own data at the 

bus level to ensure no large discrepancies during the 

submission of TDTIMS.

Hint: Districts who utilize TIMS correctly already have the most current 

and accurate information available in the computer and have no worries 

when it comes to meeting 90% on any measure.



Perform an Internal Audit

Student Counts

The TD2 lists the Total Number of Students 

Transported for each bus in operation. Once 

the TD2 has been completed, you can 

compare your TIMS Assignments on each 

Bus to the Headcounts for each bus.

Hint: this internal audit can help prioritize your 

updates to the buses that are the “most incorrect”

R = Regular Students, Regular Runs

Special Needs Buses have their own page in 

the TD2



Perform an Internal Audit

Bus Miles &

Driver Hours

The TD2-R lists the Daily Miles and Daily Driver Hours for 

each bus in operation. Once the TD2-R has been completed, you 

can compare your TIMS Miles and Hours to the TD2-R Miles 

and Hours for each bus.

Hint: The TDTIMS Diagnostic: Route Time and Miles Detail will provide a 

bus by bus listing of TIMS Miles and Hours that you can use to compare to 

TD2-R Miles and Hours and prioritize your updates



Other Things to Check

Examine your TIMS Data for completeness before 
generating the reports:

•Are your Bell Times and Early/Late Windows Correct?

•Are all riders located and assigned to stops?

•Are all riders on routes?

•Do both AM and PM runs exist and are they placed on routes?

•Do you have any runs with zero mileage due to incomplete run 

directions?

•For routes serving multiple runs, is the slack time between runs correct?

•Have you included special needs runs and routes?



Diagnostic Reports in TIMS 
Will Help

� Stops/Runs/Routes > Diagnostic: Stops Times After 5:00  PM 

� Stops/Runs/Routes > Diagnostic: Stops Times Before 6:00  AM 
*Note: your data is not ‘wrong’ if you have stops listed after 5:00 PM or before 6:00 AM – your goal is to have TIMS 

accurately reflect what is really happening with your bus routes on a typical day.

� Stops/Runs/Routes > Diag: Route Time and Miles Summary

� Stops/Runs/Routes > Diagnostic: Route Time and Miles Detail

� Stops/Runs/Routes > Diagnostic: Neg. Times Between Runs

� Stops/Runs/Routes > Diagnostic: Runs Zero Loaded Miles

� Bus Passes > Diagnostic Route Riders Schdst <= 0

� Bus Passes > Students Stop not on Rte



2014 TDTIMS Deadline

The 2014 TDTIMS Deadline 

is 

Friday, October 31st

All Districts must submit TDTIMS Data by Friday October 31st, 2014

Transportation Directors should contact Derek Graham at NCDPI if they anticipate 
their TIMS Data will not be Fully Updated and Accurate by the October 31st Deadline


